We present a boolean technique to reduce power consumption of combinational circuits that have already been optimized for area and delay and then mapped onto a libmry of gates. In order to achieve a better Optimization, we cluster gates by collapsing two o r more levels of gates into a sing& node, When optimizing each cluster, our method extends the algorithms used in ESPRESSO, by adding heuristics that bias the minimization toward lowering the power dissipation in the circuit. The results of our method, on a number of benchmark circuits, show an average of 11 % improvement in power savings compared to existing boolean techniques.
Introduction
Designing electronic devices with lower power dissipation is increasingly critical in today's market. As the density, size, and complexity of VLSI chips continue to increase, providing adequate cooling, long running batteries for portable devices, and inexpensive packaging may no longer be possible. Techniques for IC design should address the design problem as a three-dimensional one, optimizing for area, performance, and power simultaneously.
Under a simplified model of the energy dissipated by CMOS devices, the power consumption of a CMOS gate is directly related to its switching activity factor 111. We assume that the energy dissipated by a CMOS gate each time its output switches equals the change in the energy stored in the capacitor associated with the output of the gate. The average power, Pavg, dissipated by the gate is given by:
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where Cload is the capacitance of the output load, vdd is the supply voltage, TC is the global clock period, and E(trunsitzons) is the expected number of gate output transitions per clock cycle. E(transitions) represents the switchzng activzty of the output of the gate.
During the high-level design stage, power dissipation in ICs can be reduced by means of precise architectural choices [2]. At the logic level, it is the switching activity of the logic, weighted by the capacitive loading, that is the prime focus of the optimization. Several methods have been proposed to reduce power dissipation for combinational circuits at the logic level. Some techniques are applied at the technology independent stage of logic synthesis; they try to reduce the switching activity of the logic functions using an approach similar to that of [3]. Both [4] and [5] use the don't care set to minimize a linear combination of the number of product terms and switching activity of a function. Another method applied at the technology independent stage uses a kernel extraction procedure to generate multi-level circuits with lower power consumption (61. In [7] , technology decomposition and mapping methods are introduced that try to minimize the total switching activity using a procedure similar to Huffman's algorithm and dynamic 'This work is supported in part by NSF/DARPA grant MIP-9115432 and SRC contract 94-DJ-560.
programming. Technology mapping using an area-delaypower tradeoff curve has been used in methods described in (81 and [9] . In addition to technology independent and technology mapping techniques, at the gate re-sizing stage, symbolic methods used in [lo] may be applied to more accurately measure gate slack and size gates down to save power.
The main problem with applying low power optimization to technology independent circuits is that power dissipation is difficult to measure with a dependable level of accuracy so that the results may not be very predictable. We propose a method that can be applied to technology mapped circuits, but uses technology independent boolean techniques for optimizing the circuit. If we start with a circuit that is already implemented in gates from a technology library, we can extract from it more accurate information on the switching activity of the gates, and thereby more effectively apply low power driven boolean optimization techniques to resynthesize the circuit.
As an example of the optimization problem we are addressing, consider the function shown in Figure 1 , where we have two possible implementations shown in the Karnaugh maps of Figures l(a) and l(b). Both implementations are optimal in terms of number of product terms and number of literals, however, given non-unafom switching activity at the primary inputs to the circuit, selection of the cover in l(b) reduces power dissipation in the circuit. Given a technology mapped circuit (i.e., a netlist of gates) our approach to re-synthesis is based on extracting clusters of gates; deriving a two-level cover for each cluster; optimizing the cover with low power a s the objective using both observability and satisfiability don't cares; and finally remapping the cluster onto the given library. While dealing with one cluster at the time, we can rely on the rest of the circuit to produce meaningful statistical information on the switching activity, because the information is obtained from a technology mapped circuit.
Our approach to solving the minimization problem is an extension of the ESPRESSO algorithm 111, 121. We have developed our procedures within the SIS [13] environment and compare our results to existing minimization procedures, oriented toward area minimization. We show that our method reduces power, often at no cost in terms of increased area or delay. To resynthesize our circuit for lower power we need an accurate measure of switching activity (including glitching) of the output of each gate in the circuit. To do this we use existing tools that measure average power; specifically, we use the tool described in [14], which assumes the transition probabilities of the primary inputs to be given, and calculates the switching activity factor of each gate output using symbolic simulation.
Preliminaries
It is customary to classify logic optimization techniques into technology-independent methods (e.g.,extraction of common subexpressions) and technology dependent methods (e.g. buffer sizing), according to whether they manipulate logic formulae without reference to a specific technology or library, or they consider those technology-related factors. Effective optimization strategies combine technologyindependent techniques with technology-dependent ones. The boundaries between these categories are not sharply defined, and that techniques that straddle those boundaries often produce very good results.
A boolean optimization technique for multi-level circuits that is of particular interest to us consists of applying twolevel minimization to the nodes of the multi-level circuit, Following the nomenclature of SIS [13], we shall call this technique szmplzfy. For simplify to be effective, the functions of the nodes subjected to minimization (in terms of their local inputs) should not be too small. It is therefore customary to precede its application by a partial collapsing of the circuit, which produces a circuit with fewer, more complex, nodes.
A global optimization procedures uses information about its global behavior during the optimization process. Szmphfy can be a global optimization procedure, depending on whether don't cares are used in solving the two-level minimization problems. The don't cares express conditions that may not occur at the inputs of the node being simplified (satisfiabzlity don't cares,) or conditions under which the primary outputs of the circuit are not sensitized to the value of the node being simplified (observabilzty don't cares. ) The extraction of don't cares from a multi-level network can be done by first computing compatible subsets of observability don't cares in terms of the primary inputs; by then adding the external don't cares; and by finally computing the image of the don't care conditions at the local inputs of the node being simplified. To avoid wasteful recomputation when observability don't cares are used, it is convenient to apply samplafy to the nodes in topological order from the primary outputs to the primary inputs [3].
A cover for a function F is a set of cubes or amplacants, such that the disjunction of the cubes is a sum of product representation of the cover. An incompletely specified function is represented to the two-level logic minimizer as a pair of covers, ( F , D ) . F is a cover of the ON-set of the function, and D is a cover of the don't care set. The OFF-set R can be obtained as the complement of F U D.
The two-level minimization problem that is obtained by appending the don't care conditions to the function of a node is typically solved by a heuristic algorithm similar to ESPRESSO. The basic loop of ESPRESSO consists of three steps: In the first, the cubes of the function being minimized are reduced as much as possible; in the second step they are expanded so that as many cubes as possible are covered by other cubes and can therefore be dropped. In the third and final step, an irredundant set of cubes that cover the function is extracted from the set of those that have survived the expansion phase. If close-to-optimum results are desired, the basic loop is repeated until no improvement is achieved. In szmplify the basic loop is repeated only once for the sake of speed.
Clustering
As pointed out in Section 2 , szmplafy yields better results if the functions of the nodes are not too small. Indeed, if the node being simplified corresponds to a simple gate, and no don't cares are used, no simplification can be achieved. If don't cares are used, a simple gate can be simplified only if some of its connections are redundant. When applied to a complex function, on the other hand, szmplafy can escape a local minimum and produce a better cover, even when starting from an irredundant circuit.
In a technology-mapped circuit, nodes tend to be simple. Therefore, the application of techniques similar to szmplify to circuits that are already expressed in terms of library gates requires that nodes be not considered in isolation, but in clusters. We call clusterzng the proccas of forming groups of nodes to be subjected to two-level minimization. Although similar to the partial collapsing described in Section 2, clustering differs from it because it does not permanently change the structure of the entire network (undesirable for a technology-mapped circuit); rather, it finds groups of nodes from a sub-network forming fanout-free subcircuits that can be extracted, simplified. and remapped onto the gate library, while leaving the rest of the circuit unchanged.
Clustering collapses gates from two or more levels of logic into a single node. The goal is to then find a locally optimal cover for each cluster. By working with more than one level of logic we have more flexibility in choosing a cover that is good in terms of both area and power. On the other hand, we do not want to collapse gates from too many levels of logic into a single node since we may be too removed from a mapped representation of the circuit. The clustering starts at the primary outputs and proceeds to the primary inputs. To keep the algorithm simple, we only collapse the fanin of a node if this fanin does not fanout to multiple sources. The output node of a cluster may have multiple fanouts.
Two-Level Optimization
We solve the low power optimization problem by solving a series of two-level minimization problems. For each problem we are given a cluster for a node f described as a twolevel cover in terms of the local inputs to the cluster. After optimization we obtain a new cover for the function f , which should produce less switching activity once the function is mapped onto gates from the library. We accept the new cover of f if the number of literals (or alternatively, number of cubes) has not increased from the original cover. After all clusters have been optimized we remap the entire circuit.
Cube Probabilities
In order to bias logic minimization toward lowering power dissipation, we need the switching activity, or transition denszty, of each cube in the cover of f. Before clustering our circuit, we have computed the transition densities for all signals in the circuit using an accurate delay model (i.e., we compute transitions due to functional output switching as well as glitches). Therefore, we have available the transition densities for all input signals t o each cluster of the circuit. The problem now becomes how to compute the transition densities of each cube c in the cover of function f given the transition densities and signal probabilities for all inputs to the cluster. The signal probability is defined as the probability of a signal being at value 1. The signal probabilities are found by building the functional BDDs for each zz with respect to the primary inputs of the circuit.
We approximate the cube transition densities by assuming that transitions on different inputs are not simultaneous and that the inputs to the cluster are independent. Under these assumptions, given a cluster with n inputs z I , When processing a cluster, a large amount of simplification is possible if the don't cares are used properly. In order to accurately build the don't care set for a given node in the circuit, we must assume that the nodes in its transitive fanout are not going to be altered. Given this assumption, once a node has been simplified, we can only simplify those gates in its transitive fanin, unless we want to re-evaluate the entire circuit again. For efficiency reasons, we want a simplification process that can be carried out In one pass over the circuit. This implies processing the nodes from primary outputs to primary inputs. The drawback of this approach is t h a t we are making assumptions on the values of the switching activity at the local inputs of the cluster in order to do the simplification. If we change the functional implementation of any transitive fanin to this cluster, we may be changing these switching activity values and the assumptions we made while simplifying this cluster may no longer hold. However, the input switching activity is used mainly as a guide to optimizing the cover, so small changes in switching activity do not usually change the overall quality of the new optimized cluster.
Reduction
Given a cover pair ( F , D ) and a cube c 6 F , reduction is the process of replacing c in F by the smallest r 5 c such that ( ( F -{c}) U { r } , D ) . Reduction of a cube is possible when it overlaps other cubes in the two covers. For a fixed pair ( F , D ) the maximal reduction of each cube is unique: If the cube is reduced by adding a set of literals to it, the order in which the literals are added is immaterial. On the other hand, the order in which the cubes of F are considered for reduction does matter. Typically, the cubes that are considered first can be reduced more, because, as the process advances, the overlaps of the cubes decrease.
The purpose of reducing all cubes during minimization is to make it possible to subsequently expand some of them in different directions, so that some other cubes will be entirely covered, and therefore dropped. Since decreasing the number of cubes is advantageous for area, and most of the time also for power, cubes are maximally reduced, regardless of the temporary negative effects this may have on the transition probabilities. To steer the subsequent expansion in the direction of decreasing power consumption, the cubes are processed in order of decreasing switching probability. Hence, the cubes that cause the most activity are given a higher chance of dropping out of the cover. Returning to our example in Figure 2 , starting with the initial cover shown in Figure 2 (a), we want to maximally reduce the cubes in the cover. To avoid needless work, we remove from our cover any cubes we know are essentzal. These essential cubes must be included in any prime cover of the function; hence there is no point trying to reduce and later expand these cubes. In Figure 2 (b) the essential cubes y3'yl'yO' and ysyz'yo are temporarily removed from the cover and replaced with don't care values. We now compute the switching probability of the remaining cubes (as shown in Section 4.1) and obtain the order for cube reduction as ( Y~Y~Y O ,
~~' Y Z Y O ,
yzylyo, Y~' Y~Y I ' ) according to decreasing values of switching probabilities. The cubes are maximally reduced in this order to obtain the cover shown in Figure 2(c) . Notice that the two cubes with the highest transition densities (y3y1 yo and y3'yzyo) have been completely eliminated from the cover.
Expansion
After reduction, the cubes of F are not, in general, primes. The purpose of expansion is to turn a cube c E F into one of the primes of F U D that contain c. The non-uniqueness of the maximal expansion of a cube makes this phase of the minimization algorithm more interesting, and more complex. In expanding a cube, two objectives must be taken into account: One is the quality of the cube taken in isolation. For area, this means that the expansions that lead to the largest cubes are preferable. For power, the switching statistics of the inputs must be taken into account as well. The second objective of expansion is to cover as many other cubes as possible, either totally, or partially. In the case of power minimization, the value of an expansion depends not only on the number of cubes that are covered, but also on the activity of the cubes that are eliminated because they are covered.
The maximal expansions of a single cube do not depend on the order in which the cubes of F are processed. However, the order in which the cubes are processed for expansion is important because of the effect it has on which cubes are covered and hence dropped: Expanding a cube too early may prevent another cube from covering it. In order to minimize power consumption, the switching activity of each reduced cube is computed and we process them according to increasing switching activity. Thus, the cubes with high switching activity are kept last, in the hope that some other cubes will expand to cover them.
In the case when an expanded cube may subsume more than one other cube, we expand the cube in the direction that makes it cover the cubes with higher switching activity. If no other cubes can be entirely covered, ESPRESSO tries to maximize the overlap of the expanded cube and the remaining cubes, so that the number of cubes in the cover may be minimized. While minimizing the number of cubes in the cover of the cluster is still important, in order to bias our cover toward low power, we assign a weight to each variable according to its switching probability and solve the problem as a minimal weighted cover. We give lower weight, i.e., higher advantage, to not expanding the cube in the direction of a variable with lower transition density. Given input variable 2, to the cluster, we assign the weights using the following equation:
where cr is a parameter used to properly weigh the variables so that both transition density and the number of cubes needed to cover the function can have the appropriate importance.
To illustrate the expansion process, we start with a maximally reduced cover as shown in Figure 3(c) . We first compute the transition densities of the cubes to obtain the expansion order (y3'y2y1yo, y3'y2yifyo, y3yzyiyo) We then consider the expansion of cube y3'y2y1y0. We can expand this cube in either the direction yl or y~ as shown by the two arrows in Figure 3(a) . In either direction we would subsume one cube; however, we conclude that expanding in the direction of y3 is better since we will remove a cube with a higher transition density from the cover. After expansion of cube y3'yZy1yo we obtain the cover as shown in Figure 3 (b) . We now consider the expansion of cube y3'y2yl'yo. Expansion in either direction yo or y1 will not subsume any other cubes; however, if we expand in direction yo we remove from the cube a variable with higher transition density. The final cover after expansion is shown in Figure 3 (c).
Irredundant Covers
Expansion produces a cover of prime implicants. None of them is entirely contained in another cube of the cover. However, some cubes may be covered by the union of other cubes. The purpose of the irredundunt step is to extract a subset of the prime cover, that is still a cover. A covering problem is solved, in which the cubes in the current cover are selected so as to cover all the minterms of the function. The solution to the covering problem is found by a branchand-bound algorithm. This reflects the non-uniqueness of the irredundant covers for a given initial cover. When minimizing for low power, the objective of zrredundant is twofold: To reduce the number of cubes, and to reduce their switching activity. These two objectives can be combined by making the cost of each cube-as seen by the covering problem solver-a convex combination of the area and power dissipation of the cube. (See Equation 3.)
Experimental Results
The algorithms and heuristics described in this paper have been implemented and integrated within the SIS logic synthesis package. We conducted experiments on a subset of circuits from the MCNC benchmark set. Power estimation (and switching activity) was computed using the symbolic simulation method of 1141. All experiments were run on a DEC-station 5000/ZOO with 88MB of memory.
In Table 1 we report the results of our method when used to optimize circuits mapped for area and speed. Randomly generated non-uniform transition densities for the primary inputs are used for all experiments. We start with an initial circuit which has been first optimized using the SIS script script. rugged. After this initial optimization the circuit is mapped for speed onto a gate library consisting of NANDs, NORs, and inverters-each type having five different size options. We show the effectiveness of our results my comparing the area and power savings we obtain using our new procedure simplify-for-lp with the procedure full-simplify from the SIS package. Columns 2-10 report the area, delay, and power after mapping, for the initial circuit, after optimization using full-simplify, and after optimization using simplify-for-lp, respectively. The optimization procedures attempt to keep the delay of the circuits very close to the delay of the original mapping. We have experimented with different depths of clustering ranging from 1 to 4. In Column D e p t h we report the number of levels of clustering that leads to the best reduction in power. The results we report for our method reflect this best level of clustering. Columns 12 and 13 report the area and power savings compared with the initial circuit after optimization using full-simplify ( F S ) and simplify-for-lp (LP). As seen from our results, our simplification procedure often obtains a circuit with better power and area reduction compared to full-simplify, and in some cases the difference is quite significant. There is no specific level of clustering that leads to the best optimization; however, our procedure tends to favor less clustering rather than more, suggesting that clustering too many levels moves us too far away from a mapped representation of the circuit. Once the simplification is complete, additional power savings may be obtained by resizing the gates using the method described in [lo] .
Conclusions
We have presented a boolean technique to reduce power consumption of combinational circuits that have already been mapped. Starting from a mapped circuit allows us to obtain more accurate information about the power dissipation of the circuit and then use this information to more effectively re-synthesize the circuit to lower its power dissipation. Comparing our results to those of SIS has shown that our method produces circuits with lower power dissipation in most cases. Clustering alone can be a very effective tool; running full-simplify after clustering the circuit can produce results almost as good as those shown in Table 1 for simplify-for-lp. In order for the two-level optimization step to more effectively contribute to power savings this step needs to be tightly coupled with technology mapping-mapping should not be done as a post-processing step. Therefore, our future plans include extending our techniques to insure that optimizations made at the technology independent stage are not lost during technology mapping.
